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Abstract - Agriculture is one of the fastest growing industries and with advancements in Science and technology, this sector 

is booming exponentially. In order to make the industry more efficient and meet the growing demand of food, it is necessary 
to increase the efficiency of poly crop and automated mono crop farming. This can be achieved by integrating the 
technologies of future, like IOT, data analysis, big data etc. with each and every step. Agrobot is an automated machine 
consisting of microcontrollers(raspberry-pi , Arduino), stepper motors, pumps and other software components, will take 
input from user regarding the crops to be grown at specific co-ordinates through an Android App /Web page and use the data 
related to soil profile , weather conditions required , water requirement , fertilizer requirement etc. from the cloud to grow 
the crop autonomously. This product will reduce the chances of human error to almost zero and could be used as a 
personalized bot for terrace gardening, kitchen gardening etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Agriculture is the world’s most important industry. 

Agriculture is going through growing pain as our 

global social change is faster than ever before. The 

population is rising and we are running out of 

resources and space. In 2012 report by the world 

wildlife fund, they state that humanity must now 
produce more food for the next 4 decades than in the 

last 8000 years of agriculture combined. That’s a 

monumental challenge that we face. In a race to feed 

the world, 2 major paradigms have come to damage 

the landscape. 

On one hand we have the Poly crop system where 

multiple types of plants are grown in the same area 

mutually benefitting each other as well as the soil, it’s 

an ecosystem at work which is very biologically 

efficient and because of that we don’t have to add 

fertilizers and pesticides to make it function. 
However, the Poly crop is very labor intensive. Now 

on the other end of the spectrum, stemming from the 

industrial and green revolution, is the mono crop. It is 

a paradigm that has reduced the ecosystem down to a 

single plant type, such that a machine and plants can 

tend to all of these plants in the same fashion. From a 

mechanical efficiency and automated standpoint, this 

is great. However, this system which contains single 

plants requires fertilizers and pesticides just to sustain 

itself which are very damaging to the environment 

and also the food itself. 

In order to uproot these paradigms there came a 
technology, a tractor which used a camera and a 

computer vision system to detect and destroy weeds 

but its cost is around half a million dollars, however, 

it reduced the cost of labor with a good yielding. 

Agrobot, an integration of future technologies IOT 

and data analysis with embedded electronics and 

basic robotics is the solution for above paradigms- an 

automated farming machine, which plant seeds at 

very specific locations. Each plant has coordinates, 

and then Agro-Bot positions other tools very 

precisely in relationship to those plants in order to 

destroy the weeds, water the plants and even sample 
the soil. Hence, it can be concluded that agrobot is a 

robot that does the job of a farmer for those who 

aren't terribly interested in the actual work of 

gardening. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 WORKING 

The Agrobot is a robot that moves around a small 
garden bed using tracks on the sides of a defined 

space. It can plant seeds, water plants, and perform 

other basic agricultural and gardening tasks. The 

robot works in three dimensions, it can go left 

to right; forward and backwards; and up and down. If 

you've ever seen a 3D printer, it moves around in a 

similar fashion but instead of squirting out plastic, the 

agrobot sows seeds, waters plant and gets rid of 

weeds using different attachments for each job. It can 

grab different tools, depending on the task at hand. 

It collects weather report from internet, crop related 

data from the cloud and measures soil related 
parameters from the ground to aid the process of 

cultivation.  Accordingly, it notifies user about the 

growth of the produce time to time using a message 

protocol. 

2.2 ARCHITECTURAL MODEL 

 
Figure 1: System Block Diagram 
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Architectural flow in the integration of two 

microcontrollers to perform the processing work, 
series of  sensors to measure different parameters 

,several protocols to communicate with the user and 

the internet , motors to perform motion related 

functions and software components to interlink 

components. 

 

2.3 HARDWARE 

 
Figure 2: CAD based hardware model of Agrobot 

 

Agro-Bot hardware is very similar to 3D printer and 
CNC milling machine hardware. There are two fixed 

tracks extending in the X-direction and a gantry that 

spans the tracks and moves along them. A cross-slide 

is mounted to the gantry that moves in the Y-

direction and mounted to that is the tool mount that 

moves in the Z-direction. Tooling includes most 

traditional agriculture tooling that is specially adapted 

for Agro-Bot use. The tracks, gantry, cross-slide and 

tool mount design allow easy scaling in the X, Y, and 

Z directions. 

 

2.4 SOFTWARE 

 
Figure 3: Software model of agrobot 

 

There are many software systems contributing to  

functionality of agrobot. The diagram above shows 

the different components and how data flows between 

them. 

 
Figure 4: Android and Web Graphical User Interface 

 

The web app allows you to easily configure and 
control your Agro-Bot from a web browser on your 

laptop, tablet, or smart phone. The application 

features real-time manual controls and logging, a 

sequence builder for creating custom routines for 

Agro-Bot to execute, and a drag-and-drop farm 

designer so you can graphically design and manage 

your farm. 

 

2.5 ALGORITHM 

1. Arduino implementation of the system is : 

 
float soil_sensor_value ; 

int STEP_X =5; //define STEP pin 

int DIR_X= 4 ;//define Direction pin 

int STEP_Y =6 ;//define STEP pin 

int DIR_Y =7;//define Direction pin 

int ENA_Z1 =8 ;//define Enable Pin 

int PUL_Z1= 9; //define Pulse pin 

int DIR_Z1 =10;//define Direction pin 

int ENA_Z2 =11; //define Enable Pin 

int PUL_Z2 =13 ;//define Pulse pin 

int DIR_Z2 =22; //define Direction pin 
 

int SOIL  =A0; 

 

int WATER_RELAY = 4; 

 

void soil_sensor() 

{ 

soil_sensor_value= analogRead(SOIL); 

 

soil_sensor_value = 

map(soil_sensor_value,550,0,0,100); 

 
Serial.print("Mositure : "); 

 

Serial.print(soil_sensor_value); 

 

Serial.println("%"); 

 

delay(1000); 

 

} 

 

void motor_movement_for_soil_sensor() 
{ 
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for(int ks=0;ks<3;ks++) 

{ 
for (int is=0; is<12800; is++)    //Forward 5000 steps 

{ 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(ENA_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(40); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(40); 

} 

delay(1500); 

digitalWrite(DIR_Y,LOW); 

for(int vertical=0;vertical<4000;vertical++) 
{ 

digitalWrite(STEP_Y,HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(500); 

digitalWrite(STEP_Y,LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(500); 

} 

 

 

soil_sensor(); 

delay(3000); 

 
 

digitalWrite(DIR_Y,HIGH); 

 

for(int 

vertical_fwd=0;vertical_fwd<4000;vertical_fwd++) 

{ 

digitalWrite(STEP_Y,HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(500); 

digitalWrite(STEP_Y,LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(500); 

} 

delay(3000); 
 

} 

delay(4000); 

for (int p=0; p<25600; p++)   //Backward 5000 steps 

{ 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(ENA_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(ENA_Z2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z2,HIGH); 
delayMicroseconds(70); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z2,LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(70); 

} 

} 

void water_relay() 

{ 

digitalWrite(WATER_RELAY, HIGH); 

delay(6000); 

digitalWrite(WATER_RELAY,LOW); 

} 

void motor_movement_for_water() 

{ 
 

for(int ks=0;ks<3;ks++) 

{ 

for (int is=0; is<12800; is++)    //Forward 5000 steps 

{ 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(ENA_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(40); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,LOW); 

 

delayMicroseconds(40); 
} 

delay(1500); 

 

water_relay(); 

delay(1000); 

 

} 

for (int p=0; p<25600; p++)   //Backward 5000 steps 

{ 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(DIR_Z2,HIGH); 
digitalWrite(ENA_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(ENA_Z2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z2,HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(70); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(PUL_Z2,LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(70); 

} 

} 

 

void setup() 
{ 

Serial.begin(9600); 

//------------------------------ 

pinMode(STEP_X, OUTPUT); //Step x-axis 

pinMode(DIR_X, OUTPUT); //Direction x-axis 

pinMode(STEP_Y, OUTPUT); //Step y-axis 

pinMode(DIR_Y, OUTPUT); //Direction 

pinMode (PUL_Z1, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (DIR_Z1, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (ENA_Z1, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (PUL_Z2, OUTPUT); 
pinMode (DIR_Z2, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (ENA_Z2, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(WATER_RELAY, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(SOIL, INPUT); 

 

} 

void loop() 

{ 

motor_movement_for_soil_sensor(); 

delay(4000); 

motor_movement_for_water(); 

} 
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2. Raspberry PI code will co-ordinate between the 

internet and the arduino to perform web related 

functionalities. 

 

III. RESULTS 

 

We have created a server and hosted a website to 

control the bot and create a database of different 

sensor values and crops related parameters. 
 

 
Figure 5: Server to host database 

 

 
Figure 6 : Website to control Agrobot and access data 

 

 
Figure 7 : Database of sensor values 

 

 
Figure 8 : Database of sensor values 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Agro-Bot could offer an outstanding level of new 

possibilities for our studies with plant models since it 

could offer a new range of possibilities and 

applications, but mainly towards the development and 

emulation of reproducible and controlled experiments 

and avoid or at least minimize undesired human and 
biotic/ abiotic factors. In addition, such new level of 

automation could allow the investigation of a larger 

set of variables and also experimental conditions at 

the same time that the quality of the final results 

would be ensured. 

We realize that Agro-Bot platform is really 

innovative and original for plant scientists looking to 

broadcast their studies and we believe that we could 

share some common interests with some people of 

this forum related to automation of indoor culture of 

plants aiming scientific research. 
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